“The MAC Motion Chairs Difference”
With over 30 years experience in motion Mac Motion has an Industry Objective to offer the Highest Quality 2pc. Motion
Chairs available in America’s most popular retail price points. MAC has brought the European Designs to an unheard of
price level without the sacrifice of quality.
CONSTRUCTION
Only hardwood frames combined with 11-16ga. Tubular and Plate steel are used in the structural portions of the unit frames.
Bolts, not screws add to the connectors. Tubular steel with nylon webbing surrounded in 1.8 density foam combined to one
inch of “MX-2” 2.5lb memory foam is added to our 50 series models (ex: #54, #57, etc…) at the top of seat, backs and arms.
All combined this support is satisfied by comfort though out the entire area one’s body touches. Lower and upper lumbar
support is designed individually to compliment the chair model chosen.
“This is why diverse styles are required, to meet the demands of individual comfort requirements.”
MOVEMENT
Total adjustment to the multiple position recline create a “stop anywhere” approach to find that personalized comfort level.
Easy twist knob control makes the tension adjustment a mere turn of the handle. During the recline movement of the back our
seat level will also elevate to bring the proper position for leg and lower back support. This has many advantages to include
the positive position of blood circulation. Great for personal adjustments to the individuals that vary from short to tall. All
seating is complimented by the sister items; matching ottomans that are styled with an angle for not only appearance but
support. The lower position of the feet to the knees helps assist in the proper seating required for body wellness. Selected
models in our “Signature Series” also include the adjustment of the upper headrest by articulation, which proves self
movement as the lower back and seat move. This will allow for another positive position as a great feature for the long times
spent in Home Theater. Full 360 degree swivel adds versatility to place the models in most locations in the home and as to
the easy entrance and exit around the matching ottoman. Note this is great for communication with others that may not be
positioned directly across from the occupant.
COVERS
The final step in master design of all MAC Motion products is that of Top Quality Leathers for longevity which is double
sewn inside and out. Matched with either heavy Leather Match (pvc) or 100% Leather Product, these models are meant to
comfort the body any place they touch. Durable Microfibers supported by nylon backing not only gives the soft touch
comfort feel to selected models but is complimented with easy to clean surfaces. New Next Leather is our Bonded Leather
Collection with Bycast face with Bonded Leather backing. Also built to last!
FINISH
Available in a variety of wood finishes to match any decor, MAC Motion prides on finding the proper colors to not dictate to
other pieces within the same room. Each has various tones but lend themselves to walnut, maple, cherry, pecan and natural
accents
WARRANTY
All MAC Motion Chairs have a full one year replacement of parts and note the entire structure is visible, hence consumer
applicable.

This is why MAC Motion Chairs is ….

“The Future of Motion”
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